Administrative Services

Lead: Steve Schulze
(Gina South; Donna Alexander; Debbie Cummings; Ralph Davila; David DeLeon; Deanie Dudley; Jimmy Dunn; Johnny Fazzino; Debi Fincher; Jennifer Hobbs; Loree Lewis; Robert Pottberg; Shannon Prescott)

Budgets and Reporting

Lead: Donna Alexander – Extension CFO
(Tammy Bage; Kristin Baggett; Holly Barnett; Silvia Benavides; Haley Castillo; Colin Cox; Ashley Garmon; Sharon Gillespie; Ashley Jernigan; Christy Jurney Jared Koth; Joseph Lammers; Jessica Lee; Jill Markley; Sarah Mendoza; Terri Roeseler; Kay Schubert; Michelle Stowe; Melissa Underwood)

Business Services

Lead: Debra Cummings – Research CFO
(Luis Aguilar; Jay Avila; Jonie Bulich; Chris Chamberlain; Carl Cummings; Kari Curtis; Jason Engledow; Mikayla Fadden; Katie Fulton; Brian Jacobsen; Lyndee Park-Jones; Shiao-Yen Ko; Gwen Marucci; Noel Mason; Sarah Mayes; Jennifer Owert; Kim Payne; Teresa Smith; Kyleigh Tykal; Jaime Vyukul; Lindsay Weber)

Ethics and Compliance

Lead: Debi Fincher
(Jamie Ausley; Alex Cleghorn; Michael DuBose; Johnny Fazzino; Jenny Green; Iana Greive; Kevin Helmer; Stephanie Payton)

Human Resources

Lead: Jennifer Hobbs
(Joy Bading; Ana Carvalho; Karisa Cherry; Julie Clark; Jacob Cutler; Faren Franklin; Sissy Jackson; Gari Jones; Judy Kurtz; Jeanette Phillips; Courtney Smotherman; Christin Spivey; Sandra Rincon; Beverley Rose; Dorothie Thomas; Doris Tykal; Vicki Welch)

Facilities Services

Lead: David DeLeon
(Rusty Carter; John Herrera; Sarah Morris; Shanna Smith)

Agricultural Construction

Lead: Jimmy Dunn
(Trent Burford)

Business Office

Lead: Deanie Dudley
(Sipra Daripa; Rhonda Fulton; Mary Ann Pennell; Hannah Spacek; Xiaeli Zhang)

Management Information

Lead: Loree Lewis
(Sabrina Allan; Lauren Bell; Ashley Carpenter; Travis Funkhouser; Carolyn Hayes; Christopher Kassabian; Paula Mathers; Kriste. McDaniel; Mary Castoria; Rae Kenerley; Kim Redmon)
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